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INTRODUCTION

Pencil beam scanning (PBS) is a highly conformal technology to treat cancer. The time structure of PBS makes the treatment of moving tumours challenging due to the interplay effect. For motion mitigation, an Active Breathing Coordinator (ABC) can be used to assist with breath-holding. As the treatment is delivered over several fractions with delivery times extending a feasible breath-hold duration, high reproducibility of ABC breath-holding is required. We evaluated the robustness of scanned proton therapy against anatomical reproducibility uncertainties when treating lung patients during ABC controlled breath-hold.

RESULTS

Dosimetric evaluation of the recalculated treatment plans showed <2% V95% target coverage loss for 19/24 cases (Figure 2). Simulated tumours in the caudal regions showed a loss of V95% up to 6.1%. Organs at risk doses differed little compared to the planned doses (V5%<1% for the heart and the lungs, D2.10<1.4 Gy to the spinal cord and esophagus). For one sample case (Figure 3), the planned and recalculated dose distribution is shown. The loss of CTV coverage is depicted by the dose heterogeneities shown in Figure 3(b).

CONCLUSION

When treating under ABC controlled breath-hold, robustly optimized IMPT plans lack robustness to caudally located lung tumours. For most other cases anatomical variations between repeated ABC breath-holds have limited dosimetric consequences.